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Abstract
In this study, the researcher has advocated the importance of human intelligence in language learning since
software or any Learning Management System (LMS) cannot be programmed to understand the human context
as well as all the linguistic structures contextually. This study examined the extent to which language learning is
perilous to machine learning and its programs such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Pattern Recognition, and
Image Analysis used in much assistive learning techniques such as voice detection, face detection and
recognition, personalized assistants, besides language learning programs. The researchers argue that language
learning is closely associated with human intelligence, human neural networks and no computers or software can
claim to replace or replicate those functions of human brain. This study thus posed a challenge to natural
language processing (NLP) techniques that claimed having taught a computer how to understand the way
humans learn, to understand text without any clue or calculation, to realize the ambiguity in human languages in
terms of the juxtaposition between the context and the meaning, and also to automate the language learning
process between computers and humans. The study cites evidence of deficiencies in such machine learning
software and gadgets to prove that in spite of all technological advancements there remain areas of human brain
and human intelligence where a computer or its software cannot enter. These deficiencies highlight the
limitations of AI and super intelligence systems of machines to prove that human intelligence would always
remain superior.
Keywords: human intelligence, language learning, machine learning, CALL
1. Introduction
Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) through its simulation learning programs has gone beyond its
primary purpose of tutoring and language learning. Such programs are now being designed to perform problem
solving through foster analysis and automated learning activities by introducing a learner to problematic and
challenging situations. CALL has evolved into a research domain which makes generous use of computational
media and techniques for the purpose of language learning and teaching (Gamper and Knapp, 2002). Moreover,
as a computational linguistic technique, the scope of CALL also remains confined to produce only
grammatically-acceptable sentences, ideally suitable for translation and spontaneous communication. In fact, it is
a blend of theoretical linguistics and computational applications. The computer does not “recognize” or
“understand” any input given by the user, it only compares it with the stored data to give the feedback to the user.
Hence from a computational linguistics point of view, a computer will fail to do error analysis and perform other
pedagogical tasks if the relevant data is not available with it (Darus & Subramaniam, 2009; Heydari, 2012;
Phuket & Othman, 2015; Richards, 2015).
These computational linguists (Corder, 1981; Ellis, 1997) have developed computational models which are either
knowledge-driven (manual) or data-driven (statistical), both types following a scientific perspective to explain
linguistic or psycholinguistic phenomena happening in the language learning process. H ence, due to recent
technological advancements the computational component has much increased, reflected in speech recognition,
voice response systems, machine translations, text editors, language learning software and others. Thus
computational linguistics has changed the whole process of language learning. This leads us to the conclusion
that humans and machines do not process language learning or speech formulations in the same manner. While
humans make use of complex cognitive processes in a social context to learn a language, a computer simply uses
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digital or computational algorithms coded into its system and the output is produced after transforming these
algorithms. Moreover, human brains can process quantitatively far larger information than the fastest computers.
If the complexity of the entire Internet is compared to a single human brain, it will be found carrying about
100,000 times more energy-efficient than computers. So AI experts have rightly held the opinion that computer
intelligence, in principle cannot do tasks that human intelligence is capable of (Charniak & McDermott, 1985;
Schallk & Childers, 1984; Sowa, 1984).
In the context of this study, it should also be reiterated that problem-solving and decision making are important
parts of language learning. ELT experts opine that decision making is possible only through experience, insight,
and judgment of human brains (Brown, 2000; Davies, 2007). Moreover, a decision pertaining to language
learning (e.g. whether to use a noun or a verb etc.) requires human intelligence, analytical and decision making
skills that are possible only through human intelligence. The penetration of digital technology in language
learning may be strong but its analytical capability will never extend to the areas where currently human skills
and human judgment only can reach. However, it is feared that advancement in computers might surpass the
capability of human brains. The reason for such a fear is that the growth of computers is not burdened by the
constraints that a human brain has to face. Neurons, for example, are the human brain’s building blocks and can
only act about 200 times per second or 200 hertz whereas computer processors are measured in giga hertz:
billions of cycles per second. Signals on neurons travel at about one-millionth of the speed of fiber optic cables.
An important limitation of the human brain is that it is much smaller in size only to fit inside the human skull,
and which consistently get worn out and perishes (Paasschen, 2017).
1.1 Problem Statement
This study originates from the fear that super intelligent computers will perhaps replace the human race, a fear
not only confined to Sci-fi movies, video games but also being argued in practical situations like language
learning. There are a few machines and software games that are semi-autonomous and can find their own power
sources, identify targets to attack with weapons, and even there are computer viruses that can escape elimination.
The new AI generation is growing up by teaching themselves through digital resources much earlier than their
parents would teach them how to read and write. Such digital technologies though do not create anything that
human consciousness or free will will teach them, but these digital technologies do replicate many human
behavioral and biological systems that these digital natives follow as part of their growth. A few scientists call it
a “cockroach” stage of machine intelligence (Markoff, 2009). There are studies that discuss the possibility of
robots becoming independent and acquiring autonomy to take their own decisions. In robotics, it is possible to
give some degree of autonomous functions to robots. And if it happens, it will be more dangerous than the
hazards commonly associated with molecular nanotechnology and genetic engineering (Cadwalladr, 2014;
Venkatachalam, 2017).
Computers have made language learning much easier through word processors, spelling and grammar checkers.
Skills such as collaborative writing, referencing, authoring and translation have become much easier and
accessible to even a novice or a beginner (Gamper and Knapp, 2002). Moreover, every language software has
the capability to adapt to the learners’ pace, abilities and preferences, to learners’ learning styles, to provide
remedial work for slow learners, thus turning language learning more individualized and independent to the
learner. Besides, it has also improved learners’ attitudes towards language learning giving confidence of using
authentic communication (Gamper and Knapp, 2002). In this context, it is therefore required to study the extent
to which computers or any embedded software could pose a potential threat to the natural process of language
learning and replace it fully through programmed instruction and computational learning techniques.
At the same time, it would also be interesting to study the limitations or constraints that computers or any
language software programs installed would face and to what degree their abilities to teach a language remains
inferior to a human mind. It is also worthy to question from academic perspectives whether computers or its
programs should be given some degree of autonomous functions or should be capable of developing super
intelligence to help learners acquire even very refined aspects of language learning, which currently are beyond
any machine intelligence or software applications (Markoff, 2009). Computers and human brains process data
using a similar binary system. While computers use zeros and ones to store and manipulate data, the human
brains manipulate their neurons to transmit information in binary, on/off spikes (Markoff, 2009). But superiority
of human brain needs to be emphasized. We need to find out the areas of language learning where the human
brain excels the computer; those areas where the human brain can facilitate language learning but a computer
cannot, e.g. computer lacks the logical reasoning power of the human brain (Brown, 2000; Davies, 2007).
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This study is thus going to examine both technological and psychological paradoxes. The technological paradox
relates to a potential automation of a computer in teaching a language; the psychological paradox will study the
domain of human neural intelligence. A robot may replace a human hand but not the human mind or the human
brain. This idea is consistent with Prof Hjohn Searle, of the University of California, Berkeley who asserts that
“[Computers] have, literally ..., no intelligence, no motivation, no autonomy, and no agency. We design them to
behave as if they had certain sorts of psychology, but there is no psychological reality to the corresponding
processes or behavior. ... [T]he machinery has no beliefs, desires, [or] motivations” (Searle, 2014).
2. Literature Review
2.1 Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence and “algorithmic regulations” have made the human element redundant in most
measurements and infrastructural services. Elon Musk, the designer of SpaceX for Space transportation,
considers too much reliance on AI as “existential threat” (Gibbs, 2014). Prof Hawking (2013) of Berkeley
University apprehends that machines with AI could “spell the end of the human race,” causing human extinction
much faster than nuclear threat (Cellan-Jones, 2014). Bill Gates (Rawlinson, 2015) also admits that man should
be aware of the threat posed by Artificial Intelligence and asserts that robots could go beyond performing menial
tasks for which humans have trained them once they get level of capability to see and move on their own. He
shares a Microsoft project called “Personal Agent,” which he says would have a strong memory and would
remember everything, helping humans to recall and find things. In addition to these scientific and realistic
attributes, it is also often feared that a kind of artificial super-intelligence will perhaps create an auto-upgradable
intelligent agent surpassing the human intelligence, capable of self-improvement. This would be the beginning of
a super-intelligent generation, qualitatively better than the current one (Cadwalladr, 2014).
A few decades earlier, Good (1966) had predicted this super-intelligent generation and Vinge (1993), sci-fi
author and Emeritus professor of computer science at San Diego State University, had talked about this new
super-intelligence upgrading itself technologically at a fast speed and pose a threat to the human race. Markoff
(2011) too had admitted that some machines could be programmed with a kind of semi-autonomy. He had also
observed that a few computer viruses were capable of evading elimination challenging the human intelligence.
When applied to the field of language learning, if a computer or its program gets converted into a super
intelligent, autonomous, singular power, it would mean that a learner would learn only a language or a part of it
that the computer or its software program would want him to learn. There may also be a hypothetical possibility
that a computer or language programs installed in it could become self-sufficiently autonomous, and would be
able to make its own decisions by upgrading itself resulting in a powerful super intelligence computer to surpass
human intelligence. If this happened, language learning would no longer be an activity of the human brain and
all structural and theoretical constructions by linguists like Chomsky, Saussure and Bloomfield would be
antiquated and language learning would become subservient to computer and machines.
2.2 Technological Singularity
It was John von Neumann who first coined the term “technological singularity” (Danaylov, 2012), to show how
accelerated technological changes may cause a kind of singularity in all human spheres. The state of “singularity”
is a condition when a given scientific object cannot be defined and it assumes infinite power or intelligence and
even a small change can potentially cause a large effect (Chalmers, 2010; Armstrong, 2012; Eden et al 2012;
Danaylov, 2014; Cadwalladr, 2014). The concept of “singularity” thus comes closer to “intelligence explosion”
(Good, 1966), super intelligent machines self-upgrading themselves technologically (Vinge, 1993) and
uncontrolled rise of artificial intelligence and machine learning (Hawking, 2014).
Moore’s concept of exponential growth needs mention here (Moore, 1965). He stated that due to an exponential
growth, in a few decades all computers will exceed the human brain, replacing it with superhuman artificial
intelligence. The Moore’s Law claims that CPU processing power doubles approximately every two years due to
an exponential increase in the number of transistors in the integrated circuits. Such an exponential growth would
also boost the technological singularity proving hazardous to humans as heat and pressure will increase in the
integrated circuits. The futurist, Ray Kurzweil (2005) applies Moore’s Law at length to describe the catastrophic
hypothesis. He asserts that this exponential growth might make use of transistors, vacuum tubes, relays, and
electromechanical computers in order to take a leap forward. Kurzweil calls his assumptions as “law of
accelerating returns” making technology progress through a patterned exponential growth, surmounting any
barrier, to progress at a faster rate than the previous ages. It means, for instance, progress made during the years
2000 to 2020 will be greater than the progress made during 1980 and 2000 because of this acceleration.
According to Kurzweil (2005) advances made in a complete century can now be achieved in just 20 years, with
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the rate of progress increasing faster than the average rate of progress in the past. The law of acceleration will
cause advances and progress to be faster until the same event may repeat multiple times in a single year or even
in a single month. In the year 2050, he believes the world would be unrecognizable as we would witness 1,000
times the progress of the 20th century just because of the Law of Accelerating Returns. Kurzweil (2005) called
this as a step towards technological "singularity" as it even transcends time.
Singularity, according to Kurzweil (2005), will also transcend limitations of human biological bodies and brains.
In mathematics, this term is described as an “asymptote-like situation” where normal rules do not apply; in
physics, this term is used for an infinitely small, dense black hole, a situation where again the usual rules do not
apply. Both Neumann and Vinge agreed with Kurzweil in his belief of the technological creation of super
intelligence. Vinge (1993) believed that technology’s intelligence would exceed human intelligence and a
moment would arrive when everything would change and normal rules would no longer apply. However,
Neumann predicted a gradual ascent to singularity (Danaylov, 2012) while Kurzweil talked about a rapidly
growing self-improving superhuman intelligence. According to him, in the period of post-Singularity, there
would also be no distinction between human and machine (2005). He did not explain how it would happen but
he predicted that it would happen only because computer or machine intelligence might significantly surpass the
human intelligence.
2.3 A Technological Paradox
Several AI scientists and academics (Sparkes, 2015) have however refused to accept the plausibility of such a
technological singularity to take place. Pinker (2013) believes that no computer or machine will ever achieve
human intelligence and there is no reason to believe in a coming singularity since a future vision conceived by
human imagination cannot be treated as evidence or a prediction to happen. Lanier (2013) too refutes singularity
very strongly and affirms that technology is not an autonomous process since human dignity is always over
technological determinism. Modis (2012) and Huebner (2014) observe that Moore’s theory lacks “scientific rigor”
since the rate of technological innovation is declining. This decline is evident from the fact that computer clock
rates are slowing down as heat is built up from the chip in excess range. The computer fails to dissipate this heat
in order to prevent the chip from melting which is in contrast with Moore’s exponential growth theory. Similar
opinions are held by Nordhaus (2007) who also rejects Moore’s law and feels that computers’ speed is slowing
down and Dreyfus (2004), who argues that man himself not being a thinking machine, his intelligence cannot be
replaced with machine intelligence. As mentioned earlier, Searle (2014) also negates machines having
intelligence, motivation, autonomy, beliefs, or desires.
Still, some of the main issues here are: for how long will Moore’s Law continue to hold true? Does Moore’s Law
(or exponential growth in general) apply in areas other than technology? If yes, then, how does it apply on
human beings or on human learning? Despite all criticism of Moore’s Law and Technological singularity, Modis
(2012) however accepts that advancements in speed may happen in future due to more energy-efficient CPU
designs and more powerful multi-cell processors. This presents a technological paradox which needs to be given
more consistent and closer examination. Ford (2009) interestingly takes this technological paradox further.
According to him, before singularity occurs, most human jobs will be replaced by machines or taken over by
automation. This will cause massive unemployment and downfall in consumer demands, which will further
cause havoc and socio-economic imbalance. This will lessen the possibility of technological singularity to
happen because due to economic crises, people will be less keen to invest and research in technologies. In other
words, technology itself will be responsible to cause a regression to the exponential growth, which shall be
marred by the economic implications of technology. This paradox is consistent with the findings of the
economist, Robert J. Gordon, who provided the data of economic slowdown in 1970s and later during financial
recession of 2008 to 2013 to prove that there was no sign of any singularity (Nordhaus, 2016).
3. Learning Machines and Language Software
It is interesting to find out what it means for a machine to be super-intelligent and whether it can really exceed
human intelligence. Urban (2015) urges to make a distinction between speed super intelligence and quality super
intelligence, when it comes to machine learning. It is true that Artificial Super intelligence (ASI) is a term used
for a super-smart computer that can “think” much, much faster — having access to information a million times
quicker than a human mind. But the truth lies in the quality of this intelligence. It is not the “thinking” speed that
makes humans much more intellectually capable than machines, adds Urban. The human brain contains such
sophisticated cognitive modules that allow humans to create and understand such things like complex linguistic
representations, long term impact of decision making, abstract reasoning and like that machines cannot. Google,
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Amazon, Microsoft, Salesforce and other software giants are making powerful machine learning infrastructure
and making it available via the cloud.
The online learning programs such as Udacity, Coursera, and fast.ai are doing much more than teaching
introductory concepts. They have the potential to produce and deploy smart and motivated students in the job
market and through them make a productive use of machine learning (ML). Such ML programs depend much on
data to work with (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017). Their operations and intelligent deployment rest much on the
data integrated into their programs. It is just like the human cognition which works much on the intelligence of
the brain and its “quality,” a machine or a computer program which runs on the data embedded into its program.
Its success or failure depends much on the amount of the input data with which it was programmed at the time of
its creation. For instance, Aptonomy and Sanbot manufactured drones and robots respectively and have helped
improve vision systems and automated the work of security guards. These drones and robots are also used to
recognize emotions such as joy, surprise, and anger in focus groups by software companies like Affectiva and to
scan medical images to help diagnose cancer by the Enlitic company (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017).
Moreover, it is a false notion that Machine learning makes computers more powerful and intelligent. The reality
is that a computer that wins the strategic Board Game Go does not win due to super intelligence but by
processing its inbuilt data of millions of game patterns. It never realizes that it is playing a game (Bergstein,
2017) and therefore cannot decide a strategy which is not embedded in the data if a situation arises. Similarly
Amazon’s Alexa can perform the tasks assigned to it such as booking a table in a restaurant or a room in a hotel
as its voice recognition system is claimed to be very accurate but Alexa too is only processing the data by
following a fixed in-built pattern. It is not capable to change a hotel or the restaurant if a problem arises or the
menu doesn’t suit your taste.
Language software such as Grammarly or Hot potatoes also belong to ML programs and the users learn
language through a machine or a computer. These softwares help learners acquire the knowledge and skills of
English language in an automated manner, helping learners interpret and analyze and find new dimensions of
language learning hitherto unknown to them. Such language learning &software can be classified under Natural
Language Processing (NLP) too, which uses artifacts to accomplish tasks assisted by operative algorithm
designed for the specific purpose, e.g. learning grammar, vocabulary, skills or even core subjects. NLP is based
on a very broad scientific agenda; for example, it works on cognitive modeling of human language acquisition or
processing. This phenomenon is more scientific than cognitive, since with the use of algorithms a few subjects
such as computational morphology or computational semantics fall out of mainstream of computational
linguistics. Even grammar or vocabulary learning or acquisition of speaking, listening, reading and writing skills
tend to be unsupervised by any humans during the learning process.
The question now arises whether these computational or algorithm-based linguistics models are
“knowledge-based” or “data-driven”. A “knowledge-based” model needs human intervention, a customized,
hand-crafted, needs-based language learning system; while the “data driven” model is too statistical or empirical
and even purely technological. Therefore, NLP with the help of computational linguists may develop gadgets for
speech and voice recognition, text-to-speech transformers, text editors, language learning software, and machine
translation software but it cannot negate the need of a human intervention in the event of the failure of any
software component. It is difficult to accept the technological singularity hypothesis to believe that if failure or
any malfunctioning occurs, these softwares or their algorithms have the ability to self-innovate, self-improve and
even re-build the whole software.
This leads us back to the main question of this study: whether computers (machines) are able to replicate virtual
brains; whether the process of reverse-engineering so much talked about in scientific circles can succeed in
reversing the human brain too, proving it to be inferior to machines. If this process of reverse engineering comes
true, it would render the same human brain helpless that had originally created the software/ learning program. In
the context of language learning, this study therefore aimed to find out whether it would be possible to identify
such limitations or deficiencies in the language softwares or in the algorithms that created them and which can
falsify the hypothetical assumptions about machines becoming self-automated, capable of self-improving.
The study also attempted to understand how differently thinks the human brain which has designed and
successfully run brain-like computers/software. It also studied how and why scientists constructed such
computer-based models that were identical to human brain’s complex biological and neural networks. It was an
interesting thing to find out whether by being identical those computer based models could also err and commit
mistakes like a human brain would always inevitably do. The next section identifies such manufacturing fallacies
and failures of software and limitations of learning management systems (LMS) that indicate deficiencies
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embeddedd in their workking and implementation oor which can amount to bee termed as daata failures. These
T
deficienciees can only be removed byy a human inttervention andd it would be an exaggeratiion to say tha
at the
software iis capable of gaining self-autonomy andd can improvve and rectify these deficieencies on its own.
Similarly, such instancees also reveall how softwarre has limitatiions even in tteaching the llanguage that it is
designed ffor. Examples are cited from
m software annd ML prograams like Hot P
Potatoes and Google translation
software.
3.1 Hot Pootatoes
The softw
ware Hot Potaatoes comprises six differeent functions, each capablee of creating different type
es of
interactivee Web-based exercises.
e
Thee instructional material or ddata, in the foorm of texts, qquestions, answ
wers,
animationss, hints, videoos, and feedbaack, are posted on the Hot Potatoes webbsite. The reasson to choose
e Hot
Potatoes ffor this study is due to its funnctions and appplications whiich often matcch with the linguistic prioritiies of
researcherrs and educatorrs that they woould see in langguage learningg software (Arrneil et al. 2001). It also claim
ms to
provide leearners with auuthentic and ccommunicativee learning situuations, integrrate the languaage skills usin
ng its
multimedia features, annd offer learneers with real control over ttheir learning,, in order to keep the focu
us on
language w
without sacrifficing content (Warchuaer, 2011). This ssoftware also claims to proovide learners with
constructivve communicaative feedback in their learninng practice.
However, researchers feeel a few limitaations that are exhibited in a few screenshhots (Figure 1)). For instance, in a
JMix exerrcise, when a user
u
tries to pput a few jumbbled words inn correct orderr and build a m
meaningful co
orrect
sentence, the software recognizes onnly those answ
wers as correcct for which iit was program
mmed and giv
ves a
positive feeedback to all such answers ((Figure 1). Buut if there is annother possiblee correct answeer suggested by the
user, but nnot found in thhe software datta, it will rejecct such an alternative answerr even if it is llexically correct. A
lexically aand semanticallly correct answ
wer is renderedd incorrect beccause it was noot included in tthe program da
ata at
the time off its creation. This
T is good evvidence of lim
mitations of soft
ftware and its ffailure to autom
mate.
In this exaample (Figuree 1), the softw
ware recognizees “Mary sentt an invitationn message to JJane yesterday
y” as
correct buut rejected the answer “Jane sent an invitaation message to Mary yesteerday” as incorrrect. The softtware
fails to anaalyze that “Maary” and “Janee” both being nnouns can occuupy the Subjecct as well as thhe Object place
e in a
sentence. T
This shows thhat the softwarre will reject eevery alternativve correct ansswer as incorreect since it has not
been incluuded in the softtware developeer’s data inputts as one of thee possible responses expectedd from the users.

Figure 1. Example
E
of a JM
Mix exercise to put parts in oorder to form a complete senntence
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A similar case can also be noticed in another exam
mple (Figure 2)). The user’s aanswer is show
wn incorrect by the
software bbecause it doess not match wiith the correct answer availaable with the ssoftware in its data. The softtware
fails to reccognize the poossibility of ussing John in pllace of Hellenn or villa in plaace of flat andd vice versa to give
semanticallly different sentences.
s
Butt the softwaree fails to recoognize the sem
mantic functioons and shows the
alternativee answer providded by the useer as incorrect.

Figure 2. Exxample of a JM
Mix exercise too put parts in oorder and form a complete seentence
J
short annswer exercisee (Figure 3) thhe user is askeed to completee a sentence with
w a
In anotherr example of JQuiz
suitable w
word based on the
t context. Thhe software coould not recoggnize the wordd “response” ass a synonym of
o the
words “repply and answeer” as the softw
ware programm
mer has not enntered these syynonyms in itss data. This prroves
that a com
mputer system (brain)
(
may haave the agility and the speed to interact witth the users buut does not hav
ve the
ability to identify or disccover all possibble answers too the questions that the user m
may put to it. IIts working are
ena is
only thosee responses or feedbacks thaat were selecteed initially at tthe time of creating the soft
ftware or uploa
ading
questions aand their answ
wers.

Figure 3. Exaample of a J Q
Quiz exercise too complete a sentence
To take onne more exam
mple from the JMix section of the softwarre, the user is asked to builld up a meanin
ngful
word from
m the jumbled letters given (s, v, e, r, e, r, e). The software did not accept the word reverse forme
ed by
the user (Figure 4), althhough it is coorrect. The coomputer brain cannot recoggnise that althhough the expe
ected
answer is rreserve, anothher correct answ
wer given by tthe user like reeverse formedd with the samee letters should not
be rejectedd.
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Figure 4. Exxample of a JM
Mix exercise too put parts in oorder and form a complete seentence
mples reveal that
t
a computeer program cannnot recognizee a correct answ
wer because itt relies on a kin
nd of
These exam
linear preddetermined feeedback, an inpput mechanism
m which is em
mbedded insidee it. The feedbback provided
d to a
learner is often a negattive feedback in spite of a correct responnse is only beecause the soft
ftware cannot think
outside thee responses em
mbedded insidde it. This is uunlike the teachher-based instrruction (TBI) where learnerrs are
allowed too respond to tasks
t
and quesstions using thheir own naturral language aand cognitive skills. The tea
acher
accepts all correct answ
wers along with their possibble variations.. Learners alsso receive apppropriate corre
ective
feedback w
when needed. This shows tthat the humann brain can juudge the type of question aand all its posssible
answers, aand receive thee appropriate feeedback, a taskk that a compuuter brain fails to accomplishh.
3.2 Voice R
Recognition Ap
pplications
Having deetected deficienncies in the lannguage learninng software, leet us also cite a few examplees from other types
t
of advanceed technologiccal gadgets thaat could potenntially endangeer human intellligence. Like language softw
ware,
the researcchers detectedd shortcomingss in a few gaddgets too. For iinstance, a verry well-knownn voice recogn
nition
glittering iinterface machhine, an iPhonee product, is ““Siri” that has been sold in m
millions. A clooser examinatio
on of
“Siri,” revvealed its seveere deficiency when it failedd to offer a sppeech impairm
ment service to Emma Matttes, a
69-year-olld woman from
m Seminole. T
Though she sppoke slowly, “Siri” proved oof no help to hher (Mullin, 2016).
She was suffering from spasmodic dyysphonia which caused invooluntary spasm
ms in her vocall cords resultin
ng in
vibrations in her speech.. The Apple iP
Phone’s iconic voice-recogniition system coould not recoggnize her shaky
y and
unstable vvoice patterns and failed to take any direections correcctly. This probblem was alsoo seen in her car’s
Bluetooth voice system
m, which too ddid not underrstand her voiice due to vibbrations. Interrestingly, this over
appreciated new technoology of voicce recognition claiming hum
man interventtion redundannt proved a fa
ailure
(Ibrahim, 22016).
Similarly, a voice recoggnizer “Alexaa” is another eexample of sooftware that iss capable of pperforming spe
ecific
assistive ffunctions suchh as voice coontrols for alaarms and timeers or readingg out shoppingg lists, with more
functions added graduallly. The Assistive Technoloogy is particulaarly helpful too the people w
who cannot intteract
p
socially duue to their speeech disabilitiees. This technology allows tthem to meet friends, to shoop, to make phone
calls, to paarticipate in alll such things tthat normal huumans do. Thiss technology aassists people w
with motor, sp
peech
and languaage disorders through
t
advanced intelligentt information aand communiccation gadgets and devices. These
T
devices m
make use of voiice recognitionn applications.. They are dessigned to transslate inconceivvable pronunciation
into understandable speeech. Their funcction is to recoognize the userr’s vocal patterrns and “speakk” those very words
w
in a coherrent manner as
a “machine ooutput”—thus assisting them
m to communiicate. But there are deficiencies
reported inn these voice gadgets with millions of peeople who livve with speechh impairments are left with their
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disabilitiess and machines fail to recognnize their needd (Ibrahim, 2016). The voicee-recognition ssystems installed in
these gadggets fail to idenntify their speeech patterns.
The failure to capture and
a recognize the spoken woords is evidennt of the shortccomings and ddeficiencies de
espite
that these gadgets are equipped
e
withh advanced inntelligent technniques. These machines faiil to recognize
e the
spoken woords patterns and
a slowness/fa
fastness of the vocal sentencees as they coulld not attune thhemselves with the
disease orr the person’s situation or thhe organ disorder. On the ccontrary, a huuman brain atttending upon these
people cann process and recognize the spoken patterrn of such disaabled people. Hence, the tecchnologies witth all
the intelliggence and dataa inputs could not fully proccess speech annd voice patterrns, proving ittself lesser than the
human intelligence. Thiss difference iss caused becauuse a human brrain can identiify the speech and voice pattterns
by its expeerience of suchh forms that trained its cognitive abilities. Such kind of ttraining results from the durration
a human sspends with peeople with disaability and learrns how they eexpress their ffeelings, wordss, and needs (B
Bear,
and Harveey, 2016).
The problem occurs became these m
machines and ggadgets are buuilt with a lim
mited set of aalgorithms thatt can
recognize only such verrsions of pronuunciations or vvoice patternss that are linkeed with a partiicular set of words
w
used by sppeakers with particular disaability and inn particular sittuation. In thee field of assiistive technolo
ogies,
companiess are thereforee now advisedd to use lip-reaading or devisse suitable gaddgets or improovise those tha
at are
currently uused by the deaaf and hard off hearing peoplle. However, M
Mullin (2016) rreports that additional data in
nputs
shall be required for voicce recognizerss to become moore accurate iff they make usee of lip-reading technology.
3.3 Transllation Fallaciees
It is now a proven factt that a humann brain has suuch cognitive abilities to evvaluate situatioons and to tak
ke all
apparent aand hidden facctors into consideration whiile solving a pproblem whichh artificially iintelligent mac
chine
cannot affo
ford. This phennomenon is cleearly noticed inn cases of macchine or autom
mated translatioon which does only
a mere word-for word substitution w
without tryingg to fully restoore the meaniing of a text in a given so
ource
language ((SL) into the target languaage (TL). To see how ineff
fficient machinne translation (MT) could be
b in
comparisoon with humann translation, tthe researcherss referred to G
Google Transllate applicationn. This application
helps users carry out automated transllation from onne language to another depennding on the aavailability of large
and qualifi
fied corpora.
Figure 5 ddisplays the ouutput of a macchine translatioon task on Gooogle Translatee from Englishh to Arabic. In
n this
task three separate senteences were wriitten on the lefft side of the w
workplace of thhe online compputer application to
receive theeir Arabic trannslation. The output on the riight hand (Figuure 5) shows tthat the three ssentences transslated
into the taarget language (TL) are anom
malous becausse native speakkers of Arabicc do not use anny of them in their
daily use nneither are theey used in stanndard or Classsical Arabic. Inn fact, the proogram has donne a word-for-word
translationn which led too a kind of sttrange sentencce structures aand inappropriiate combinatiions of words. For
example, oone of the posssible acceptablle translations of the first senntence “He’s bbeen to Englannd twice.” is (sabaq
lah 'an zarr 'iinkiltira muurtayn. )سبق له أن زار انكلترا مرتين. Howeverr, the output oof Google trannslate (1. 'anah
h kan
'iilaa 'iinkkiltira murtayn. .ى انكلترا مرتين
 )انه كان الىis cclearly strange and unaccepttable. The sam
me strange outp
put is
occurring w
with other twoo sentences (Fiigure 5).

Figure 5. O
Output of Googgle Translate ((English to Arrabic)
Amazinglyy, a strange trranslation outpput was receivved when convverting the revverse process ii.e. from Arab
bic to
English off the same threee sentences. T
The Arabic ouutput of the traanslation in thee first process,, English to Arabic
(Figure 5), was written in the left partt as a source llanguage (SL) to obtain theiir translation iinto English, as
a the
target langguage (TL).
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Similarly, Figure 6 shoows that the software faileed even to rem
member the A
Arabic translaations of the three
sentences it had produceed when thesee sentences weere translated from English to Arabic in tthe first process. It
shows thatt the translatedd output into E
English is not oonly incorrect, but also stranngely different from the sente
ences
originally introduced to the Google Trranslate in the E
English to Araabic translationn process.

Figure 6. O
Output of Googgle Translate ((Arabic to Engglish)
oogle
These exaamples illustraate that despitee the huge coorpora of lexiccon and sentennce models avvailable in Go
Translate ssoftware, if faiils to detect annd observe objeectively even vvery simple thiings, a case whhich never hap
ppens
with a huuman brain. A human brainn, unlike a coomputer brainn, has the inteelligence to ddetect, observe
e and
differentiaate between thiings in their coontexts and sugggest solutionss based on the relevant conteests.
4. Conclussion
There are three broader classificationns of AI: Artifficial narrow Inntelligence (A
ANI ), which iis made to perrform
specific taasks like winnning a chess ggame or any ssuch predeterm
mined activityy; Artificial G
General Intellig
gence
(AGI ) whhich is capablle of thinking like humans, and Artificiall Super Intelliigence ASI) w
which is capab
ble of
automatingg and making technological advances on iits own. The hhuman brain is not able to goo beyond ANI until
now becauuse man has noot completely understood huuman evolution. Until man uunderstands thhe human evolution
completelyy, it is difficultt to program A
AGI which cann think like hum
mans or ASI w
which can evolvve on its own.
To concluude, we need to
t raise this etthical questionn: Why is therre a need for man to build thinking mach
hines
when the human brain is
i equipped ennough to thinkk much faster and better thaan machines, m
more logically
y and
consciouslly? Moreover, when we talkk about technollogical singulaarity it is also ooften argued thhat such transiitions
are inevitaable part of eveery evolution iin every age. L
Like in the passt, major historrical transitionns took place due
d to
industrial growth, geogrraphical discoveries and sciientific innovaations that trannsformed the human life. In
n the
current tim
mes too, an evoolution will geenerate a muchh more advancced cognitive system (amonng humans) cap
pable
of coping with the technological sinngularity, if itt happens. Seecondly, it is true that com
mputers can create
c
simulated experiences but
b they cannot ever replace the wonder aand the joy thaat humans feell in the real hu
uman
experiencee in language learning,
l
whethher as a child oor as an adult. The experiencce of languagee learning is un
nique
and indigeenous, natural and devoid off any AI regullations or algoorithmic netwoorks. Artificial intelligence so
s far
has not beeen able to simuulate human coonsciousness.
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